
Bust the Wells Fargo Conspiracy:Fight Foreclosure Fraud 
Drop Charges Against Local Reporters & Activists

Join the “Conspiracy” to Restore Justice in Santa Cruz
Banks get bailed out; the country gets sold out. Bank profits & executive salaries are still sky high 

while foreclosures make people homeless and steal their life savings throughout the country and in Santa 
Cruz as well. Foreign wars, an absurd “war on drugs”, & a national insecurity police state is replacing 
constitutional government.  Authorities are using increasingly repressive measures to stop protest.  

Throughout the country, activists inspired by Occupy Wall Street responded with direct peaceful 
speech,  assembly, & occupation. Federal & local authorities counterattacked with arrests, police raids, 
curfews, & prosecutions. Meanwhile corporate criminal Wells Fargo runs free unchecked. 

From November 30 to December 3, activists spotlighted the 3-years vacant Wells Fargo-owned bank 
at 75 River St. with an occupation that ended peacefully. In retaliation, sheriff's deputies destroyed the 
demonstration Occudome & tore down the peaceful Occupy Santa Cruz [OSC] tents & tables at the 
courthouse walkway.  They fenced off the public space & decreed a 7 PM to 7 AM curfew. On December 
8th, the SCPD created 100-200 homeless refugees by destroying the self-run homeless encampment adjacent 
to OSC that had housed and fed people for two months.  Survival gear was hauled to the dump.

Two months later the District Attorney filed serious “felony conspiracy to vandalize and trespass”, 
“felony vandalism”, and multiple trespass charges against eleven people police had videoed in and around 
the vacant bank building. These were among the hundreds who came and went (“trespassed”) on the 
property during the three days the police surveilled everyone, but did not evict anyone.

Many showed their support for the attempt to turn the vacant bank into a Community Center. 
Some simply entered it to understand what was going on.  Others brought furniture & food--all came to 
observe & talk with those there.  These included mainstream reporters, alternative journalists, city council 
members, the vice-mayor, the city manager, & many others. All left the property without the need for 
actual force or violence by the afternoon of Saturday December 3rd . Police except for a brief confrontation 
on 11-30 made no arrests and charged no one.

Two and half months later, on SCPD recommendation, eleven (some activists, some reporters) are 
now charged and face years in prison for “crimes” of peaceful direct action, assembly and reporting.  

Though some graffiti was left at the bank in spite of a clean-up effort described by some there, the 
D.A. presented no evidence that any of the 11 was personally involved  There are no photos or testimony 
of any of the eleven “vandalizing” anything.  Yet the February 8th arrest warrants claim “vandalism” & 
“conspiracy to vandalize.” The first Preliminary Hearing showed no evidence that they “conspired” to 
engage in any crimes. They came, they saw, some reported, they all left. As did hundreds of others.

We must urge the district attorney to drop all charges against these activists and reporters.
Not to do so would be a targeted attack and a chilling message to both media and the progressive 

community: Don't offend Wells Fargo.  Don't assemble to protest bankster crimes.   Enter a corporate crime 
site at any time and the D.A. can charge you with “trespass” and “conspiracy”. If someone, unrelated to 
the protest, chalks “Jail the Banksters” on a wall, that becomes “felony vandalism” and suddenly all are 
responsible for “conspiracy to vandalize”. 

This threat makes anyone and everyone liable.  Folks can be arrested for sitting on the steps of a 
public building with an “end the war” sign, giving out a flier in the curfew zone around the courthouse, 
falling asleep on a bench with a “Sleep is Not A Crime” sign, or “conspiracy” for “giving aid and comfort” 
to such “criminals”.  Gary Johnson, a homeless man sleeping on a bench with such a sign, faces 2 ½ years in 
jail.   The 11 face as much or more time with trials estimated to cost several hundred thousand dollars.

This attack on innocent free-speech activity, severely restricts freedom of assembly and frightens 
away those who want to participate in legitimate and vital public protest.

Go to  www.santacruzeleven.org for updates, fliers, petitions. 

Listen to Free Radio Santa Cruz at 101.3 FM (http://audio.str3am.com:5110/listen.pls ) 
Share info on local Wells Fargo fraud:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/SantaCruzEleven/
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